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                Consors Finanz is becoming the primary financial partner for MG Motor's entire distribution network, encompassing both dealer and agency models.
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                In this paper, we will unravel the key challenges that banks need to address to not only navigate the upcoming...
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                This session will be a deep dive into the evolving world of mobility finance, exploring key areas such as vehicle financing, fleet management solutions, and insurance packages specifically designed for ride-sharing companies.
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                In today's changing environmental landscape, integrating biodiversity and nature risks into climate risks is pivotal for financial institutions. Understand the interconnected challenges and explore best practices in navigating this complex terrain.
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                Reinvent Forum Lisbon - is dedicated to the digital transformation influencing the insurance sector. Our event brings together industry leaders, experts, and innovators to delve into the latest trends and strategies for enhancing customer satisfaction through innovative digital endeavors. Attendees can expect profound insights into the evolving landscape of insurance.
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                We curate inspiring and innovative projects, technology and ideas so individuals, teams and organisations can collectively create the future of financial services.
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                We’re a catalyst for reinvention, improving revenue generation, creating efficiencies, redefining customer experiences and forming profitable relationships.
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                We're a neutral space where members unite to share, learn and collaborate, thinking freely to solve problems through an ecosystem of unique, specialist communities.
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